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Realtime spectrum analysis provides  
new insights for EMC diagnosis
In the past, a significant outlay of time and effort was required to capture interferers caused by sporadic, 

short-term events in the frequency domain or by the spectral behavior of DUTs during switching, for example. 

These types of measurement tasks can now be performed quickly and reliably by taking advantage of the new 

signal perspectives offered by realtime spectrum analyzers. This applies not only to general RF test applica-

tions, but also to a wide range of EMC diagnostic tasks that previously required time-consuming, complicated 

measurements. 

Conventional spectrum analyzers have difficulty 
detecting sporadic interferers
A product’s EMC requirements should be taken into consider-
ation during the development phase, and the product should 
be monitored for compliance with the requirements. This 
makes product certification easier, prevents costly redesigns 
and ensures timely market introduction. Almost all current 
CISPR product standards require a conventional, standards-
compliant measuring receiver to perform certification testing.

However, users have more options when selecting T&M 
equipment for diagnostic and precompliance measurements 
before the actual certification. Measurements performed dur-
ing development provide an initial impression of the basic 
EMC behavior of the product and allow potential problems to 
be detected and analyzed early on. The main goal is to ensure 
that CE certification is successful on the first try. Typical T&M 
equipment for the development environment are spectrum or 
signal analyzers and precompliance test receivers such as the 
R&S®ESL [1]. These versatile instruments offer (optional) func-
tions, such as weighting detectors and resolution bandwidths 
in line with CISPR 16, for measuring EMC disturbances.

However, because these instruments use conventional fre-
quency tuning, they are limited in that, depending on the 
selected resolution bandwidth, they sequentially capture rel-
atively narrowband frequency ranges. During EMI emis-
sions testing, depending on the type of DUT, it is common to 
encounter not only stationary, persistent disturbances in the 
spectrum, but also sporadic or ultrashort events, as well as 
narrowband disturbances that drift in frequency. If a DUT’s 
emission behavior is not known in detail, these types of non-
stationary signal waveforms may remain undetected by con-
ventional analyzers, or can be very time-consuming to detect 
and analyze.

Time domain test systems have the advantage
This is why instruments that can perform measurements in 
the time domain are more frequently being used for RF test-
ing. Unlike conventional spectrum analyzers, these instru-
ments do not measure the spectrum sequentially at the 
selected resolution bandwidth. Instead, they calculate it from 
a signal in the time domain using fast Fourier transformation 
(FFT). Depending on the type of analyzer, signal analysis takes 
place either in the baseband or at the IF. These instruments 
detect the spectral components of the signal simultaneously 
instead of sequentially – an important prerequisite for reli-
able and precise measurement of very sporadic or ultrashort 
events in the spectrum. Realtime spectrum analyzers offer 
distinct advantages with their significantly wider bandwidths 
and their realtime operation without time gaps and with spe-
cial analysis functions such as spectrogram and persistence 
mode. They also significantly reduce test times.

R&S®FSVR: realtime spectrum analyzer and  
full-featured signal and spectrum analyzer
The R&S®FSVR [2] is the first instrument on the market to 
combine the functions of a full-featured signal and spectrum 
analyzer with a realtime spectrum analyzer. In the frequency 
range up to 40 GHz, it seamlessly monitors a spectrum of up 
to 40 MHz for as long as needed, which means that it reliably 
captures even very sporadic signals. To do this, it samples the 
IF signal at 128 MHz and computes 250000 spectra per sec-
ond (FIG 1). 

The R&S®FSVR spectrogram display permits the user to ana-
lyze the behavior of an interferer over time. The spectrogram 
displays the spectra as lines one above the other with color-
coded levels (FIGs 2 to 5). It continuously and seamlessly cap-
tures the observed frequency range at a speed of up to 10000 
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FIG 1 Digital signal processing in the R&S®FSVR seamlessly combines 

250000 spectra per second. The R&S®FSVR uses peak or average detec-

tors for signal analysis.

FIG 2 Simultaneous spectrum and spectrogram display of an RFID signal 

with the R&S®FSVR real-time spectrum analyzer.

FIG 3 Spectrogram display of the disturbance voltage emitted by a 

 coffee machine in CISPR band B for the various phases of operation 

(power up, heating, pad scanning, pumping).

FIG 4 Parallel spectrum and spectrogram display for powering up the 

coffee machine.

FIG 5 Powering up the coffee machine as in FIG 3, but here with a max-

imum time resolution of 4 µs. A frequency mask trigger responded to the 

power-up signal.
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spectrogram lines per second, i.e. a time resolution of 100 µs. 
If more detail is needed, the R&S®FSVR simply sends the cap-
tured data through the processing chain again to achieve a 
resolution of even 4 µs (FIG 5).

FIGs 6 and 7 show how difficult it is to uncover individual 
pulse interferers using conventional analyzers. While an indi-
vidual interferer is not visible in conventional analyzer mode, 
it becomes immediately obvious in persistence mode. In this 
mode, the R&S®FSVR seamlessly superimposes all spectra in 
a diagram. The pixel color indicates how often a signal occurs 
at a specific level. Frequently occurring signals are displayed 
in red, for example, and very infrequent signals in blue. If spe-
cific signals cease to occur, they disappear from the display 
when the chosen persistence period has elapsed. The persis-
tence mode creates a spectral histogram. Pulse interferers 
that are not continually present are easy to differentiate from 
continuous interferers. Even different pulse interferers are 
easily distinguished from one another.

FIG 6 The blue trace in the diagram represents the MAX HOLD of a 

broadband interferer in conventional analyzer mode – in this case, a poorly 

shielded windshield wiper motor.

FIG 7 Spectrum of the poorly shielded windshield wiper motor in per-

sistence mode: Here, you can clearly see a second pulse interferer, which 

is hidden in the disturbance spectrum and not detectable in conventional 

analyzer mode (FIG 6).

Infrequent events are often difficult to capture. The frequency 
mask trigger (FMT), which operates in the spectral range, 
offers a solution. The R&S®FSVR analyzes each individual 
spectrum – up to 250000 per second – and compares each 
spectrum with a predefined frequency-dependent mask. If a 
spectrum violates this mask, the R&S®FSVR generates a trig-
ger event, displays the current spectrum or, in continuous 
mode, shows only those spectra that violate the mask. 

Summary
The R&S®FSVR real-time spectrum analyzer offers additional, 
powerful measurement and analysis features that particularly 
help users handle difficult applications such as EMC diagnos-
tics, and that also reduce the time and cost of  product devel-
opment. At the same time, the R&S®FSVR combines new 
realtime functionality with proven spectrum and signal analy-
sis, so that the user does not have to do without familiar and 
established measurement methods.

Matthias Keller; Karl-Heinz Weidner 
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